
                                                        
 

 
 

                                                        
CAMP CLOSURE AND CAMP DECOMISSIONING TRAINING 

 
 Overview:
Under its strategic planning pillar 3/5, the Borno state government has stated that by 2025 all camps in Borno 
will be closed, and IDPs returned or relocated to their LGAs of origin. As such the Inter-sector working group 
held a training for stakeholders which comprised of representatives from the government, and the                
humanitarians community to build response capacity in camp closure In his opening remarks, the Director, 
MRRR, stated that his relocation/return experience in Bama a few years ago came with many challenges, 
including partners not being aware of the planned returns and the precursor of safety issues in Baga. Lack 
of partners on the ground also proved detrimental to the returns processes. He also stated that currently 
there is a committee that seats and consults on the returns and relocations within Borno state, with 
anticipated continuous camp closures in Maiduguri MMc and Jere camps such as TVC camp, Farm Center 
and Mongolis camp. It is alleged that the same process is likely to manifest in camps outside MMC and Jere, 
such as Mongono and Ngala.  He reiterated the need for urgent consideration for basic lifesaving          
mechanisms such as water, livelihood, and security in settlement areas.

The Stakeholders Forum on Camp Closure was called by the Shelter, NFI, and CCCM sector, with support of 
OCHA on behalf of the State Government. In attendance were representatives from the government 
through NEMA, SEMA and MRRR, UN agencies, INGO, and NGOs providing both humanitarian and 
development services in Borno state. The workshop aimed to hear directly from the government about their 
plans and experience on the ongoing Government-Led camp closure process in some MMC and Jere 
areas locations. It was also an opportunity to share the knowledge by CCCM practitioners and other sector 
Leads/Co-Leads on their past experiences on a similar process in different operations for lessons learned. As 
such, below are the training objectives and expectations.
 .

Training Objectives and Expectations

• A Synergy between UN, INGO,      
   Government and local actors for fair  
   communications in delivering services  
   in all aspects.
• Have necessary information and   
   knowledge on the decommissioning  
   of WASH infrastructure to the   
   participants and also learn from   
   others on camp closure requirements  
   from the CCCM experts.
• Issues to be taken into consideration  
   as a humanitarian and government   
   during camp closure and                    
   decommissioned.
• Delivering common understanding and     
   strategy on camp closure and      
   decommissioning.
• Coordinated partnership on camp  
   closure/decommissioning.
• Knowledge on how to provide   
   opportunities to the IDPs living in the  
   camps.

•  Knowing when it is appropriate  
    to decommissioning a camp.
•  How to provide protection and  
    safety for the returnees.
•  Gain knowledge on resettlement   
    of IDPs.
•  Improve coordination and    
    information sharing between all  
    stakeholders.
•  Understand clearly the plans has  
    towards camp closure/decom  
    missioning Workplan and the role   
    the humanitarian partners have  
    to play.

• How to go about doing CCCM after camp closure and decommissioning.
• Agreed plan of action between all stakeholders.
• Timelines of camp closure and what will happen to infrastures  in the camps.
• Are IDps  being relocated to their place of origin or other camps.
• Guidelines on camp closure/decommissioning.
• The rights of voluntary return and corresponding duties of the national authorities
• Reasons behind camp closure.
• Possibilities of proper integration of affected population after decommissioning.

                                                        
 

 
 

A Synopsis of the ongoing government-led Camp Closure Process
Return/Relocation:
•  All camps in MMC and Jere to be closed by November 2021.
•  Government is leading the camp closure process with governor fully               
    participating and has set-up a high-level committee to directly                    
    implement and fund the process.
•  Tokens distributed to the IDPs in selected camps in MMC and Jere
•  IDPs will be given a monetary resettlement incentive/grant, while others   
     will be accommodated in government constructed housing such as   
     Auno.
•   IDPs living in targeted camps to be closed, given an option to return to   
     original LGA, re-integrate in the host community of displacement, but         
     will have to leave the camp site.
•  Some of the IDPs who were ‘returned’ have come back to Maiduguri     
     and are living within the host community, while some have relocated to  
     other LGAs where they are facing secondary displacement. This has led  
     to over congestion in the already overstretched camps with hardly any  
     land for expansion, e.g. Bama.

Characteristics of the on-going camp closure and decommissioning:
• Indications of forced camp closure and involuntary return.
• Lack of accurate data for tracking relocated/returned IDPs from point of  
   departure to locations of return.
• Direct implementation of camp closure by governor and high-level            
   committee for camp closure, thus providing limited information to the   
   technical government officials on the ground.
• Limited information and inadequate planning for camp closure is provided  
   to camp officials with short notice periods for implementation.
• Secondary displacement has been recorded in several locations were IDPs  
   have returned/relocated.
• Humanitarian community not involved in the camp closure and                         
   relocation/return process.
• Some locations of return/relocation are not accessible to humanitarian.
• Lack of participation in the returns taskforce by the camp managers. 
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Lessons learnt:
• Camp closure should be a consultative process, e.g. key stakeholders need  
   to be consulted through representation in the Camp Closure Committee. 
• Timeline shared with the camp managers by the resettlement committee  
   on planned returns was short and therefore not convenient to                           
   communicate to the subject community.
• Vulnerable population who are unable to return should form part of the   
   camp closure planning process.
• Security is a key determinant to Camp closure, therefore all the security   
   apparatus should be engaged constructively.
• The basic needs such as Water, livelihood, food security and sustainability  
   within a given period of settling in the new locations (return/relocation   
   areas) must be prerequisite for sustainable durable solution.  
• There is need to invest in consultation with key stakeholders, including               
   representatives from the affected community and those from the receiving  
   areas.
• Need for capacity building for members of the Camp Closure committee to  
   fully understand the process, and to acknowledge the fact that camp      
   closure should take into consideration the humanitarian principles and      
   standards.
• Ensuring dignified camp closure where human rights are upheld.
• Human resources and capacity of Government staff needs to be               
   considered so as to participate in the complex process.
• Camp closure requires adequate resources to move the process from the  
   beginning to the end.
• Protection, GBV and other cross cutting issues such as HIV/AIDS, age, gender  
   and diversity among others need to be mainstreamed in the entire process.

“currently there is a committee 
that seats and consults on the 
returns and relocations within 

Borno state”
Recommendations:
• Information sharing; Including community engagement,              
   providing adequate notice for relocation and camp closure.   
   Suggested time of notice, 3 months.
• Coordination with partners including humanitarian workers.
• Identification of vulnerable population.
• Medical supply for patients on medication before returns or   
   camp closures.
• Definition of roles and responsibilities among key stakeholders.
• Advocate for increased consultation between the government  
   (various departnments/agencies) and humanitarian community,  
   including the affected population.
• Develop an environmental rehabilitation plan to agree on steps  
   to undertake during decommissioning, environmental cleanup   
   and rehabilitation.
• Draw a comprehensive Camp Closure workplan which looks into  
   hand over of infrastructures and a proper exit strategy.
• Advocate for necessary resources from key actors, including the  
   government to support the process – perhaps linkage of  early   
   recovery, peace and development nexus to the process.



                                                        
 

 
 

STOCKTAKING THE CAMP CLOSURE PLANNING PROCESS (GROUP ASSIGNMENT)

ACTIVITIES TO CONSIDER GOVERNMENT ROLE SECTOR SUPPORT LIMITATIONS RECOMMENDATION 
                                                                                  PLANNNING   TIME FRAME THREE TO SIX MONTHS 
PREPARATORY AND OPERATIONAL 
STAGES 

GOVERNMENT 
RESPONSIBILITY  

HUMANITARIAN PARTNER 
SUPPORT (GENERAL) 

TO CAMP HOLDERS BY 
STAKEHOLDERS 

TO CURRENT  

 •Profile of camp/families/       
   registration.
 •Voluntary process.
 •Intention’s survey.
 •Demographics of people: those  
   who need services: AGOM,  
   PWO, protection cases, health  
   cases, women, children.
 •Infrastructure stock taking what  
   needs to be done.
 •Logistics /Transport support  
   required for movement.   
   Delivery movements keep    
   families together.
 •Livelihood support package for   
   return/relocation.
 • Security for affected persons  
   and property/infrastructure.
 • Information dissemination on  
   return areas: informed of right,  
   where they are going, the status  
   of their houses etc Meeting with  
   development partners for     
   shelter and security agencies.
 •Equipment, shelter options etc,  
   should be left in the camp.
 •HLP issues: land rights,   
   farmlands, renting, own land.
 •Secondary displacement.
 •Adaptation and coping   
   mechanisms.
 •Risk: insecurity in some return  
   areas, especially border patrols.
 •Funding/resources (human and  
   financial resources) for social  
   and economic support.
 •Sufficient timeline for planning   
   the camp closure process.
 •Technical support: training  
   concerned stakeholders.
 •Informed consent.
 •Fact finding.
 •Coordination with relevant  
   stakeholders.
 •Consultation with IDPs before  
   returns.
 •Contingency planning.
 •Needs Evaluation (special  
   needs)
 •Multi-sector basic support  
   during closure and relocation  
   such as Food efficiency I.e.  
   stock food and hot meals and 
   health services.
 •Allocating of persons by l  
   ocation based on priority to  
   women led HH protected.
 •Community participation.
 •Agreed upon definition of term.     
 •HLP

 •Create enabling    
    environment
 •Ensure safety and  
    security.
 •Lead registration of  
    intention survey and civil  
   documents.
 •Liaison with relevant  
   government agencies  
   and partners.
 •Plan transport/logistics  
   and security.
 •Safety and access.
 •Shelter/housing for the    
   R&R population.
 •NFIs
 •Health services.
 •Education
 •Food and livelihood.
 •WASH
 •Collaboration with  
   humanitarian partners  
   (INGOs, NGOs, Other  
   stakeholders)

•CCCM: coordination,   
  community mobilization   
  and sensitization at camp   
  site.
•PROTECTION:  vulnerable   
  population service support  
  and screening.
•HEALTH: health case   
  handling.
•FOOD/LIVELIHOOD
•NFIs provision
•HLP: rights awareness.
•WASH: decommissioning.
•ENVIRONMENT: clean up   
  and concern of                        
  rehabilitation (CCCM if not  
  environment partner)
•Hand over of infrastructure  
  to the government.
•Effective coordination from  
  government to relevant   
  stakeholders.
•Assistance to return and   
  support to ensure sustain  
  able return e.g livelihood   
  support, basic services such  
  as education, health etc.
•Capacity building on camp  
  closure camp    
  decommissioning.
•Financial support.
•Promote inclusive solutions  
  to peaceful settlement   
  previous insurgency   
  combatants in N.E Nigeria.
•Provision of basic needs.
•Gender should be taken   
   into consideration with   
  women needing more   
  support due to their   
  vulnerability in all aspects   
  during the camp closure   
  process. Thus, the need for  
  vulnerability criteria.

• Registration: some IDPs are  
   not included while others are  
   double-counted or have no  
   data.
• Inadequate community   
   engagement.
• Lack of appropriate              
   sensitization.
• Time line of closure is   
   insufficient/not adequate   
   notice to IDPs.
• Lack of coordination with   
   partners.
• Poor communication
• Lack of security capabilities
• Food insecurity.
• Lack of financial capabilities
• Limited human resources and  
   knowledge on humanitarian  
   law/imperative/response.
• Inaccessibility 
   (i.e infrastrcutre)
• Equal access.
• National protection.
• Documentation
• Inadequate health services  
   as provided by Ministry of   
   health.
• HLP
• Limited service in areas of  
   return e.g. MPHSS,                    
   reproductive health e.t.c.

• Providing an alternative   
   solution to people who   
   are not ready to return.
• Proximity 
• Prior sharing of                      
   information about plan       
   to return so that                        
   stakeholders plan     
   accordingly; economic,     
   cultural and social.
• Carry their shelter and   
   other items to places to   
   places of destination.
• Decommission:  
   government should   
   provide security and   
   transportation for these   
   items.
• WASH FACILITIES: anything     
   not moveable remains in.
   Leave the boreholes,   
   latrines e.t.c with   
   government /landowners   
   to be used in future   
   projects, and if   
   community is able to take  
   care of it.

“A Synergy between UN, 
INGOS, Government and local 

actors for fair               
communications in delivering 

services in all aspects”

“ Camp closure requires 
adequate resources to move 
the process from the beginning 

to the end”
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SECTOR PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION BREAK OUT SESSIONS 

SECTOR : EARLY RECOVERY, FOOD, ENVIRONMENT
PRIORITY NEEDS  
CAMP CLOSURE

PRIORITY NEEDS 
RELOCATION SECTOR SUPPORT GOVERNMENT GAP CHALLENGES

Planning stage and 
pre-closure mapping.

Livelihood skills and 
support.

Planning food access
e.g. workers, market and                  
livelihood assessment in 
price of return.

Environmental   
assessment.

Mapping of landmines 
and unexplosive 
ordinances for removal.

LGAs cash grants.

Assets.

Technical support.   

Governance and access to 
basic infrastructure.

Employment criteria for CFW

Conflict resolution          
mechanisms.

Food and NFI distribution.

Access to land for farming

Wet feeding. 

Warehouse to stock food 
and seeds.

Availability of functional 
market.

Climate change friendly 
programming including tree 
planting.

Environment smart agriculure.

Environment fumigation.

Capacity building.

Technology, and technical 
support.

Roll out of cash programing. 

Food coordination and 
complementary operational 
support.

Information sharing.

Mapping.

Assessment and    
environmental rejuvenation 
programming.

Lack of funding.

Gap in HR.
Technical and operational 
support.
Poor coordination and  
information sharing.
Conflict resolution.

Access to land.

Inadequate information. 

Consent of IDPs.

Conflict with host community.

Access to land and peace 
building.
Basic services and resources 
could be over stretched.

Restoration to create 
demand, 

Movements.

Markets.

Monitoring flooding and lack 
of drainage systems. 

Tree cutting for firewood.

Lack of skills and assets.

Food inadequacy and 
insufficiency.

SECTOR :  EDUCATION
PRIORITY NEEDS  
CAMP CLOSURE

PRIORITY NEEDS 
RELOCATION SECTOR SUPPORT GOVERNMENT GAP CHALLENGES

Profiling/registration of 
IDP Families.

Intention Survey.      

Community Mobilization. 

Sensitization/awareness.

Protection of vulnerable 
groups. 

Information on return 
areas dissemination.

Ensure decommissioning 
where applicable. 

Handover of camp to 
government.

Identify school aged children 
and register.

Identify education needs.

Identify children with special 
needs and services for them. 

Ensure continuation of 
curriculum through   
consultations with ministry of  
education.

Capacity building of 
teachers.

Learning materials.

Teaching materials.

School kits.

Sensitization and awareness 
of keeping students/pupils in 
schools.

Encouraging of out of school 
learning for school dropouts. 

Incentives for teachers.

PTA support.

Feeding

Lack of adequate infrastructure 
due to destroyed schools.

Mobilizing of willing teachers. 

Difficulty in identifying needs for 
teachers.

Resource mobilization.

Hygiene and environmental 
protection.

Plan for extracurricular activities. 

School records and their 
maintenance.

Monitor protection needs. 

Ensure schools are safe.

Coordination on closure. 

Information dissemination. 

Implementation and  
guidelines of laws /policies 
(national /international)



PRIORITY NEEDS  
CAMP CLOSURE

PRIORITY NEEDS 
RELOCATION SECTOR SUPPORT GOVERNMENT GAP CHALLENGES

Decent                          
accommodation. 

Communal shelter. 

Availability of land.

Profile of target  
population.

Accessibility to the area 
of relocation.

NFI kits i.e. blankets, 
soap, mat, mattress, 
mosquito nets, cups, 
jerrycan e.t.c.

Shelter kits: Tarpaulin, 
sheets, nails, wooden 
battens, rope, hammer, 
saw, bending wire, 
hooked shaped (iron)

Decent                         
accommodation.  
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mat, mattress, mosquito nets, 
cups, jerrycan e.t.c. 

Shelter kits: Tarpaulin, sheets, 
nails, wooden battens, rope, 
hammer, saw, bending wire, 
hooked shaped (iron) 

Technical support.

Coordination and advocacy.

Site planning and    
decongestion of camps.

Over stretched resources.

Increased number of makeshifts.

Congestion of IDPS in camps.

Lack of privacy.

Lack of government’s proper. 
involvement.

Security challenges.

Land usage issues.

Financial constraints.

Procurement issues.

SECTOR : SHELTER & NON FOOD ITEMS

PRIORITY NEEDS  
CAMP CLOSURE

PRIORITY NEEDS 
RELOCATION SECTOR SUPPORT GOVERNMENT 

GAP CHALLENGES

Preparatory stage:
- Consultation
- Assessment 
- Plan for an exit strategy.
- Signing of agreements.
- Available options that 
  promote durable  
  solutions.
- Setting of time frame.
Operational stage
- Information                   
  dissemination to   
  affected IDPs.
- Information campaign. 
- Handling residual  
  caseload.
- Camp rehabilitation  
  process.
- Handover of property/ 
  facilities.
- Monitoring, and   
  evaluation. 

- Roll out of the Out of camp   
  CCCM approach.

- Implementation of durable  
  solution.
- Service monitoring and   
  referrals.
- Community complaints and  
  feedback mechanisms.

Capacity building.

Site facilitation.

Re and de-registration.

Tracking of movements.

Support government incamp 
closure process and             
decommission.

Information sharing.

Coordination

Involvement of CCCM in camp 
closure.

Access constraints.

Inaccuracy of data.

Poor planning leading to 
secondary displacement.

Trust and acceptance related 
issues.

SECTOR : CCCM

PRIORITY NEEDS  
CAMP CLOSURE

PRIORITY NEEDS 
RELOCATION SECTOR SUPPORT GOVERNMENT 

GAP
CHALLENGES

- Information sharing on     
  returns.
- Identity information on/for  
  civil documentation.
- Consultation by all     
  actors (Joint)
- Feedback and   
  complaint mechanism.     
  (Suggestion boxes)
- Consideration of GBV     
   survivors.
- Consideration for those      
   unwilling to return.
- Legal frameworks on      
  areas of return.
-PSS before and after
-Dialogue with host commu-
nity and IDP returnees.

- Availability of services and  
  referral methods, safety,   
  security, mhpss,                       
  confidentiality, peaceful   
  coexistence and dialogue.
- Data from the Government
- Logistics challenges.
- Communication before,   
  during and after.
- Data collection                     
  challenges.
- Protection of vulnerable   
  groups

- Technical support.

- Capacity building.

- Multi-secor support.

- IDP legal framework.

- Issues related to IDP data  . 

- Resources

- Logistics

- Communication

- Duplication of response.

- Poor data collection and   
   planning.

- Transportation

- Safety& security, availability  
  of basic needs.

- Peaceful coexistence.

SECTOR : PROTECTION (GENERAL, GBV,CP,HLP,MA)



- Duplication of response.

- Poor data collection and   
   planning.

- Transportation

- Safety& security, availability  
  of basic needs.

- Peaceful coexistence.

PRIORITY NEEDS  
CAMP CLOSURE

PRIORITY NEEDS 
RELOCATION SECTOR SUPPORT GOVERNMENT GAP CHALLENGES

- Create nutrition   
  committees to identify  
   needs (U5, PLW,   
   stabilization (centers)  
   SAM and MAM    
   identification.

- Nutrition needs assessment in  
  the host /return community.  

- Access to food    
  supplements, nutritional   
  health kits.

- Number of quality   
  rehabilitation centers &   
  health facilities.

- Nutrition advocacy.  

- Sensitization to host/camp  
  communities.

- Transfer of nutrition services  
   support.

- Government commitment to  
  provide support to   
  government and health   
  partners.

- Free care for SAM and MAM  
  patients, continue provision  
  of SAM kits and nutrition   
  commodities.
  Timeline: 1 to 3 months.

- Inadequate nutritional                
  intervention support including, 
  health services and poor    
  nutrition, field supervision.

- Loss of jobs and   
  opportunities for the people     
  in the camp in nutrition   
  services.

- Difficulties in the relocation  
  of nutritional benefits and   
  resources. 

- Fear of the unknown   
  concerning nutrition services  
  and facilities.

- Reduced humanitarian      
  actors services due to    
  insecurity/poor access to the     
  community.

SECTOR : NUTRITION

“Camp closure is                      
Government led and 

should be a consultative         
process”

“Camp closure should 
be planned, and a    

National Exit strategy 
and a Camp Action 

Plan developed”

PRIORITY NEEDS  
CAMP CLOSURE

PRIORITY NEEDS 
RELOCATION SECTOR SUPPORT GOVERNMENT GAP CHALLENGES

Health assessments 
needs.

Present health conditions 
of IDPs.

Assessment of health needs of 
the community.

Number of health facilities 
available/type of services 
been rendered.

Health promotions activities. 

Provision of health services.

Advocacy about health issues 
and sensitization.

Health partners to propose a 
location for health staff and 
sector personnel.

Sector & government to 
provide basic essential health 
services.

Government to provide land 
for construction of health 
facilities.

Support referral of   
complicated medical issues to 
specialized medical services.

Inadequate medical facilities. 

Inadequate services provision.

The establishment of health 
facilities may not be available in 
return areas.

Inadequate health facilities.  
and human resources.

People miss means of 
livelihood.

Fear of the unknown about 
health issues in return areas. 

Lack of access due to 
insecurity to return  
community.

SECTOR : HEALTH



                                                        
 

 
 

KEY MESSAGES ON CAMP CLOSURE

 •  Camps are established as last resort when all options have been exhausted.

 •  When camps are planned, there should be an establishment of a camp exit strategy.

 •  Camps must close when durable solutions are found – i.e. when conditions for return, relocation or, local integration are feasible.

 •  Camp closure process should be conducted in accordance to humanitarian principles and standards that guarantee dignity and upholds rights of   
     the affected population.

 •  Camp closure is Government-Led and should be a consultative process. 

 •  A camp closure committee that includes of the government and the various departments/agencies, UN agencies, INGOs, NGOs, IDP, Host   
     community& Return Location leaders, security and other key stakeholders should be constituted to coordinate the process.

 •  The affected population is at the center of the process, hence they must be involved in the decision-making process right from the camp planning  
     through to the closure process. The participation should be participatory through application of Age Gender Diversity Mainstreaming,                       
     community-based and human rights approaches.

 •  Community representation should be through camp committees and camp leadership structures. This should also be linked with the Host community  
     and return location leadership structures.

 •  Camp closure is an integral part of camp life circle (Planning/establishment, care and maintenance and camp closure)

 •  Not all camps can undergo a camp closure process, and not all camps can be phased out simultaneously. It is a process that involves consultation    
     and the selection of camps to be closed must be decided by a camp closure committee.

 •  Camp closure should be planned, and a National Exit strategy and a Camp Action Plan developed.

 •  Camp closure should be planned in recognition of seasons eg the actual movement of populations shouldn’t be planned during rainy seasons, or  
     when schools are open.

.•  Camp closure can occur in three forms: spontaneous, assisted/planned and ‘forced/induced/abrupt closure.

 •  Effective camp closure entails proper planning and division of roles and responsibilities among key stakeholders.

 •  The camp phase out committee should take into consideration the residual case load in their planning.

 •  Rehabilitation of the environment that accommodated camps is a key process that the camp closure committee must prioritized.

 •  Identification of Durable Solutions should be a priority to consider in camp phase out.

“Camp closure is                      
Government led and 

should be a consultative         
process”

PRIORITY NEEDS  
CAMP CLOSURE

PRIORITY NEEDS 
RELOCATION SECTOR SUPPORT GOVERNMENT 

GAP CHALLENGES

WASH committees setup 
to identify facilities to be 
decommissioned and or 
handed over to the          
government.

Communicate with 
communities on hygiene 
practices and promotion.

Coordination with 
relevant stakeholders 
such as RUWASA, 
BOSEPA, MOWR, e.t.c.

PSS before and after

Dialogue with host  
community and IDP 
returnees.

Needs assessment on WASH 
facilities such as water 
sources, management of 
water supply, sanitation and 
hygiene facilities.

Awareness sessions of hygiene 
promotion.

Capacity building to various 
stakeholders on WASH 
management, support for 
identified needs as per 
assessment.

Communication with  
communities and advocacy.

Setup of WASH committees.

Repair/maintenance and 
construction of WASH facilities. 

Awareness on the danger of 
open defecation.

Community ownership for 
sustainability.

Limited WASH facilities.

Inadequate hygiene promotion. 

Inadequate training/capacity 
building.

Lack of sustainability                 
arrangements.

Limited capacity on ownership 
of WASH facilities.

Inadequate WASH facilities.

Loss of income by community 
volunteers & incentive 
workers.

Fear of the unknown of the 
availability  of WASH facilities 
in return areas. 

Validation of wash facilities 
left behind following 
return/relocation of IDPs in 
camps.

SECTOR : WASH
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